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Online Learning - What are some ways Compass can recognize and reward academic
achievements (in addition to Scholar of the Month, Honor Roll, etc.)?

● Honor Roll
● I’m not sure
● Not sure.
● He is a hard Walker he is kind
● Honor roll
● Acknowledgement during learning labs, personalized letters/emails to parents
● N/A
● More frequent "shout outs" during Learning Labs when students are on task.
● I do not know.
● We love the awards through IXL
● Acknowledging and praising his efforts
● The arctic scholars is a good idea but my child always feels like they were skipped and

take it personal so maybe doing it personally and not in front of the class will be better.
Acknowledging what the kids write would be nice too. Sometimes they put in a lot of
effort into projects, essays, or discussions and then feel like no one reads them because
the standard the teacher writes is "Great Work"

● 1. Invite scholars for in-person a “lunch with the Principal” 2. Send a gift/money/voucher
to buy “educational tools/experience” (books, on-line classes, summer camps) of the
scholar’s choice 3. Sponsor an education/learning trip somewhere - (Science museum,
Amazon facility tour/robotics, Lawrence National Lab to meet scientists, University
campus tour, etc)

● Awards on improvement in subjects.
● Gift cards
● I think what is done now is sufficient.
● A postcard mailed out to scholar from their teacher.
● Sending out a certificate and have incentives
● Not sure
● A pop quiz once a week based off of the Accelerate Curriculum. That would keep him

motivated to stay on track and help in remembering what he has learned during the
week. Whether it is Math,Social Studies, Language Arts or Science. Basically each
student would be recognized for just taking the weekly quizzes. No scores are revealed.
Then at the end of the month the student with the highest percentage would win a prize.
(TBD). All students would be recognized for their participation and hardwork. I just think
it would be a fun way to ensure that the student understands what they are covering in
Accelerate. Something along those lines anyway, I believe would be beneficial for all.

● small incentives through out the school year would be fun!
● I am delighted with the awards given to the children for their efforts.
● Compass Charter could give out tickets to amusement parks, gift cards, and extra credit

towards graduation.



● Look at their hard work and make sure they are recognized for their work.
● Maybe some kind of gift like a shirt or a button or pen ....
● Weekly awards for attendance and work turned in


